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I am concerned with line and shape.
drawings are landscapes.

All of my prints and

Figures appear in several, but when

this happens the figures c.re as much a part of the earth as are the
rocks and soil.

It is the universal state of metamorphosis that

interests mo, the sinsc of contradiction,
coming part of the new born.

'mhat is very old ig be-

There is a constant in-between.

The ouilding up of earth layers results from the deterioration of
oojects animate and inanimate.
end is receiving.

Everything is ueing taken from

It pleases me that Nature is always the master

of man.
lihat I draw is a notation of a trip of the eye and tho
mind.

There is the very near, the very far, the aoility of the

eye ana the mine to jump from one to the other, and at last to
focus on an in-oetween which is a personal place, the uni-uo location of each person's thoughts.
stationary.

And even this location is not

The eroded bank or piece of stono I ponder today will

not lead me to the Same olace tomorrow.
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PREFACE
This thesis is «n exhibit ef drawings in ,dxed media; intaglie
prints in hard and seft ground, aquatint, dry point and engraving;
weedcuts in black and white end in celor. Following the introductory
section is the catalogue documenting the thesis.
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"How everything is woven into the whole
aach in the ether works and lives."
joethe

"Art always serves beauty, and beauty is
delight in form, and form is the key to
organic life, since no living thing can
exist without it, so that every work of
art, including tragedy, expresses the
joy of existence."
3oris Pasternak
I «m concerned with line and shape.
drawings are landscapes.

All of my prints and

Figures appear In several, but when this

happens the figures are as mild) a part of the earth as are tho
rocks and soil.

It is the

iiversw.1 - • .

interests me, the sense of contradiction.
becoming part of the new bern.

.

• tamo r oho sis that

What is very old is

There is a constant in-between.

The building up of earth layers results from the deterioration of
oojects animate and inanimate.
and is receiving.

Everything is being taken from

It pleases me that Nature is always the master

of man.
I think of grass and trees as a web or pattern.
sit or lie on the ground and look through them.

I like to

I am as pleased

with the bottom of Constable's hedgerows as he ..as with their slace
in the countryside.
The root syste.u of the tulip is as nice as the gnarled
branches of the water oak.

The coming rain is important in the way

it stirs the grasses on the nillside.

Tiinter weeds stretching

■
their brown arms across the greund remind me of the lines in the
palm 01' my hand or the cracked and broken clay in the bottom of a
dry puddle in August.
'..hat I draw is a notation of a trip of the eye and the mind.
It is the very near, the very far, the ability of the eye ana the
mind to jump from one to the other, and at last to fccus on an inbetween which is a personal place, the unique location of each person's thoughts.

And even tiis location is not stationary.

The

eroded bank or |iece of stone I wonder today will not lead me to
the same place tomorrow.

DRMHNQ0
Drawing is the closest of the media to my thoughts,
aDle to work more directly.

I am

It is important to see a mental image

on paper, to manipulate the lines, to alter it and to build it until it reaches a point beyond which one Cannot go without losing
the need for it.
Several of the drawings are a combination of drawing and
woodcut ana etching.

The -,Uality of the etched line or of an aMUa-

tint ground lenus itself well to the effect desired when comuinod
with ink lines, Carbon pencil or charcoal.

The results seems to

produce a certain three dimensional quality which I find satisfying.

Also, a slight variation in whites of paper, even the differ-

ence resulting from age, contributes a pleasing tonal contrast.
The woodcut line is adaptable in that the rice paper upon
which it is printed permits the possibility of overlays.

?en and

ink lines drawn on the surface of the main piece of paper may be

seen through the rice paper.

Additional lines may be made on tho

rice paper surface.
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1. Detail from "Lith" shewing the combination of pen and ink, hard
ground intaglio, carbon pencil.in composition.

*. Detail from "Sprout" in which pen and ink, woodcut and intaglio
have been employed.

INTAGLIO
There are certain textures and line qualities which are
rendered best in intaglio.

Uy fascination with earth strata seems to

be expressed most completely in this medium.
design and sense of density is important.

Again the layered

In the two earliest inU. -

lio prints, "Autumn" and ••Hawthorne", I worked entirely with hard
ground line etching to produce the forest and intertwining twig
patterns,
"Fossil" and "Fault" are a combination of hard and soft
ground, dry point and aquatint.

3y inking each plate in the tradi-

tional manner, rubbing the plate clean, and then inking the positive
surface of the plate with a brayer, still another layered effect is
possible.
The engravings, ".Night Grass" and "Cedar Hidge", are perils
the least concerned with the density of nature.
tain amount of it is felt in "Light Grass".

However, a cer-

I:, is as if one is l^111"

on the side of a dune gazing through the sea grass into the night sk;
and the ocean Deyond.

I like the prepositions 'through" ana "between".

..OOUCUTS
woodcuts usually re^aire much i^ore preparation than the
other media, drawing and intaglio,

before ^ctual work is begun many

detailed thoughts and preliminary drawings are made.

Often a mental

picture of the color of the inks has already been fermulatea.
tain amount o£ this is dictated by the medium.

a cer-

However, I was able

to free my approach to some extent after several weeks of absorbed
work with the blocks.

One se-iais to discover I is oun method of manip-

illation, alteration, correction and expression.
I like the rich deep colors of the earth, the shadows in evening trees, the mineral layers of creek banks and Canyoi '._j.ls, plants
uking toward light in Spring.
ACH I« XHS OTHfiE WORKS AID LZW.

Cataloguo of the Exhibit
I. DrawInn
Title

Size

itodiun

*. February

7j x 10J

pen and ink

*. Bony

8„ X 10?

per. ana ink

5xk

pen and ink

3. November Field

A. Ab Initio, Ac Inflnit um 5? x 13,
5. Picnic
6. i-ist and Trees

18 x *6

pen and ink, intaglio,
i :&Iored pencil
pen and ink on Canvas

Ui x lb

pen and ink on canvas

7. Lith

8^ x 1*3/4

8. Sea, Trees and Wind

5 . X 10.;

9. ..inter Trees I

83/8 x ll3/8

1*. '..'inter Trees II

11 X lJ/A

11. First Snow

US x 5%

Lc. Wind and Grass
13. Sprout

Sx K_9i x 9*

pen and ink, intaglio,
carbon pencil
pen and ink, intaglio
pen and ink
crbon pencil
pen and ink
crbon pencil
pen and ink
carbon pencil
pen and ink, intaglio
pen and ink, intaglio,
■floodcut

II. Intaelio
14. Autumn

3 x A

hard ground

15. Hawthorne

3 x 5

h-rd ground

16. Fossil

5 x 73/8

hard ground, A^iutint

17. Fault

As x T3/*

18. Night Grass

3i x 6

soft ground, aquatint,
dry point
engraving

19. Dedar Hidgo

4x6

engraving

rf/^x 10^

soft ground, aquatint

<Q.

Eddie

Catalogue of the Exhibit

111, woodcuts

Title

Size

Medium

■cl. Tetaluxiui

53A x 1C2-

one block

^.. Trees in Landscape

11J x 17

one block

8XU

three docks

<A. Dead Lily

■>\ x 8

two blocks

<c$. Terra Later II

4* x 5\

four blocks

26. 3olbos

73 x 11

two Dlocka

3 x 5v

two blocks

<:3. Strata

^7. ilapultreew

j^ete: All of the preceding sizes given <»re in inches.
•11 of the drawings are executed on paper unless othersLmo
specified.

